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How do local authority decisions such as business rates, 

licensing and planning decisions impact upon live music 

venues? 

1. There is very little that Local authorities can do to promote live music venues unless the 

council has a live music strategy in place. Without the political directive to recognise and 

value the local music scene local authorities do not see either their social or economic value 

and therefore do not take measures to preserve them as part of the Authority’s Plan. 

 

2. It’s possible for a local authority to be imaginative, use Planning Gain to require developers 

to support live music as a “public art”, make measurable provision of live music a condition 

of renewing and awarding licences but this needs leadership. 

 

3. In our experience, a local authority’s staff, with one or two exceptions do not know how to 

recognise the value of a live music venue. The social benefits do not fit into their metrics. 

Very often a policy that seeks to attract inward investment discounts the value of small 

businesses.  

 

4. Most live music in Wales does not happen in dedicated venues and theatres. It happens in 

bars & pubs, social clubs, meantime & pop-up spaces, fields, weddings, festivals. It is 

frequently a valuable part of a business for the retention of customers etc, but rarely forms 

the main part of a business’ revenue. There are music bars in Cardiff but very few dedicated 

music spaces outside our major cities. So in this context a music venue is vulnerable to 

nuisance and noise abatement complaints, hikes in local business rates put pressure on the 

provision of music as it’s rarely a core business. 

 

5. We feel that Local Authorities at a political level would like to support live music, they rarely 

have the means or the expertise to do so. 

 

6. Here’s a link to the Music Census of Melbourne in Victoria, Australia < 

https://musicaustralia.org.au/2018/05/melbourne-live-music-census-full-report-released/ > 

 

7. This survey was developed as a response to the City’s Planning Department allowing the 

needs of developers to “hollow out” the city centre. They deliberately concentrated on 

manageable numbers. Demonstrating 73,000 live events attended by 5,000,000 and 

employing over 25,000 people in 150 businesses is a powerful tool to ensure that a Local 

Authority takes the value of live music into account. There are no comparable surveys for the 

music sector in Wales. The Government, WLGA could commission a census in partnership 

with a University to give a solid figure of what we have now and use that report to measure 

impact on live music in wales. 

 

https://musicaustralia.org.au/2018/05/melbourne-live-music-census-full-report-released/


How does Welsh Government policy (including the distribution 

of funding by the Arts Council) impact on the health of live 

music? 

8. Writing as an ACW Portfolio organisation, we can say that where support is active it is done well. 

ACW fund a number of organisations who work in live performance and the music made in and of 

Wales, venues, festivals & organisations who commission and book music. They fund talent 

development and work sympathetically with music makers and music businesses. 

 

9. Funding the Classical sector, ACW ensures that there are at least two orchestras and one 

professional opera company performing some of the time in Wales. Without that funding there would 

be none. The Classical sector is the only sector to directly employ live musicians. Bands like the 

Stereophonics and the Manic Street Preachers, Bullet for my Valentine, Adwaith, Chroma, Rag 

Foundation have had to develop their careers without direct support.  Our funded venues (with one or 

two exceptions) are reluctant to take on original, minority or non-mainstream music. Their marketing 

departments find it difficult to market and there is no central audience database that the venues can 

access. So when they do put on live music it is often on a buy-in basis for touring reviews of tribute 

bands or ageing pop stars. 

 

10. Where Government can lead is to create a music strategy for the country developed by a wide range 

of stakeholders; achieved a broad consensus of goals and sufficiently resourced to achieve them. 

Most live music in Wales is made by amateur or semi-professional musicians. There are 

approximately 1,200 members of the Musicians Union in Wales, broadly representing the number of 

full-time professional musicians in Wales. Outside the national orchestras most of these musicians 

are freelance or self-employed.  

 

11. Most music happens “live” in independent venues. Some are clubs, either dedicated music venues 

like the Bunkhouse in Swansea or social clubs where a member puts on folk or jazz nights - 

Pontyclun Sports Club, the District Social Club in Penygraigwen. Some are private venues like Ffwrn 

in Abergwaun. Others are music bars concentrated in Womanby Street Cardiff or until recently 

Gwdihŵ in Cardiff. Any strategy that aims to address live music ought to represent the night time 

economy and the amateur sector if it is to look at all the live music in Wales. 

 

12. Losing the Welsh Music Foundation without replacing those support services has also made the 

capacity of the nation to grow its music industry (and therefore have more live music) slower than it 

could have been. It offered co-ordinated market intelligence, assisting with export & product 

development and brokering information. This has been taken up but on an ad hoc basis. Some 

excellent work is being done by the Creative Industries Unit, trac, ACW, Wales Arts International and 

British Council Wales for example. But this is piecemeal. 

 

13. A welcome addition to music support from the Welsh Government is PYST offering label services and 

a professional booking agency to Welsh bands who are not elsewhere represented. 

14. However Government policy has an adverse effect on live music in terms of instrumental education in 

schools. The availability of advanced music tuition for young people and platforms to perform in youth 



clubs because live music has not (until the Well-Being of Future Generations Act) been recognised as 

something the country should value and promote. As a result, cuts to services could not be protected 

and regulations to ensure music venues were not closed down by landlords in order to sell to 

developers could not be developed. The change from Bwrdd yr Iaith Cymraeg to Comisiynydd yr Iaith 

Gymraeg has also removed the distribution of public funds to invest in a thriving Welsh language live 

music scene. Which has meant that it has become more difficult to make either a living or a 

sustainable and lucrative portfolio career in music. 

 

15. Work could be done to ensure live music is recognised as part of Planning Gain. Public Entertainment 

Licensing could be brought into the Assembly as a devolved matter allowing business rate discounts 

in exchange for demonstrably programming so many hours of live music. The Government could 

require that ACW supported venues demonstrate that they are putting on live music for their 

communities, breweries could be encouraged via organisations like Arts & Business Cymru to invest 

in the provision of performance platforms and businesses could receive investments and loans to 

create new venues and more importantly renovate our crumbling venues. 

 

16. The majority of live music may not be publicly funded. However that does not mean that there is no 

reason for it to be supported by the public sector. All private industry is supported by government. 

Goods are transported on state supplied roads. Contracts regulated by state supplied laws and 

enforced by state supplied courts. Employees are trained in schools, colleges and universities. 

Industries are promoted by state supported trade missions and by Government bodies like Visit 

Wales. Music should be no different to any other activity. 

 

The availability of suitable venues for live music across the 

country; 

17. We do not need more buildings. Wales has enough places to perform with the exception of a few 300-

600 size venues such as the Academy venues one sees in English and Scottish cities. Our events 

page < https://events.trac.wales/venues > lists 172 venues across Wales where folk music concerts 

happen regularly. Creu Cymru, Wales’ funded venues organisation, lists 43 venues as members. We 

have house concerts, village halls, social & welfare clubs, pubs, hotels, sports grounds and halls, 

theatres, arts centres, school halls, community centres, multi-use restaurants, stadiums and festival 

sites. 

 

18. What we lack is an infrastructure. This infrastructure includes the people (music promoters, 

marketers, agents, managers), resources (retail shops, rehearsal spaces, educators, PA systems) 

and business culture that makes putting on live music successful- Swansea has more visual artist 

studios for rent that all the rehearsal spaces in Wales! If we compare tourism with live music we see 

that whilst most of the provision of facilities is a mixture of private and publicly supported resources, 

the tourism industry is supported by Visit Wales, provider alliances such as Wales Tourism Alliance, 

conferences, networking events, trade missions, mailshots and sophisticated marketing support. This 

is where we need support. 

  

https://events.trac.wales/venues


The opportunities for talent development, from grassroots to 

larger venues; 

 

19. Talent is never a resource that we lack. All human beings have talents. However pursuing a career in 

music requires a mixture of things to happen if it is a sustainable option.  

20. Talent needs to be identified. 

21. Our director comes from a family of musicians. He grew up in an environment where music making 

was frequent and was given the opportunity to play instruments from the age of four. He was 

supported by parents and mentored by other musicians and has been performing professionally since 

his first gig in Cardiff Infirmary Folk Club in his parents’ band at the age of 9. Two of his brothers have 

similar careers in music. This is unusual. Nobody from his home village has attempted a career in 

music in the forty five years since then until his nephew finished his BTEC at Coleg Gwent this 

summer. Apart from a short period at Bassaleg school none of the brothers had had any formal music 

education nor been supported in music-making by their school. It has taken forty five years for 

another young man to be spotted by a music teacher at his school in Newport and had this young 

man’s father not had three brothers who have over 120 years experience as musicians between them 

he would not have been supported by his father. Cuts to Music Services make it less likely that talent 

will be identified in the 12 years a child in Wales spends in education. Cuts to community music 

support and youth services make it less likely that talent is identified outside the education system 

and means that the next opportunity for identifying talent is postponed until a young person is old 

enough to enter licensed premises to take part in open mic nights. 

22. Talent needs to be supported. 

23. Families will always support their child but making music is expensive to learn, noisy, requires 

practise to do it well and platforms in which to do it with one’s peers. If a young person is lucky 

enough to grow up in an area where there is a supportive school they may develop their talent, join 

the National Youth Arts Wales programmes and maybe get to study at a University or a Tertiary 

College. But this is not universal and opportunities are shrinking due largely to financial cutbacks. 

 

24. Youth services often provide platforms for young musicians to make their first steps outside the formal 

education system and community arts companies provide a valuable platform for young musicians to 

develop their writing and performance skills. They often have access to instruments and amplifiers 

which are expensive for a family to buy. Other organisations like trac provide specialist residential 

support, instrumental training and mentoring for young musicians. We are not alone, Forte, 

Head4Arts, Community Music Wales, Tŷ Cerdd and other bodies all provide training and important 

early performance opportunities. But this support is always funded. This means that it is run on short 

rations. Very often it is the drive of one individual within a larger organisation that makes this happen 

but wages and resources to do the job are always less than needed and we cannot reach all the 

people we should. 

 



25. Talent needs a platform. 

26. Young, emerging  musicians need live performance experience to sharpen their skills or to realise that 

this life is not for them. It is this stage that music becomes a business- either a full-time career or a 

part-time portfolio activity and this is where other forms of talent development come in. 

 

27. For most musicians the business model is to endure penury until achieving commercial success. In 

the pop world the penury last longer than others but the financial rewards are enormous. In jazz and 

folk it’s often easier to make what Dai Davies calls a “cottage-industry” - earning slightly less than a 

teacher if one is lucky. This is where the majority of development happens, often because at this 

stage it’s easier to identify fewer committed musicians where “success” is easier to measure. 

 

28. This is the picture for Wales and indeed for much of the world. We at trac have over twenty years of 

supporting Welsh musicians internationally and have a wider overview of industry norms, especially in 

“minority” musics - World, Folk, Traditional, Roots. Perhaps where we differ more from the rest of the 

world is how we see ourselves. We are a small country and have always traded our creative talents 

internationally. We have no internal audience market to sustain living as a professional musician in 

Wales without state support and seem unable or unwilling to make large-scale strategic decisions for 

ourselves without having to make linkages and partnerships within the rest of the UK. Which means 

we don’t have a settled view of what our music industry is for.  

 

29. We have a very poorly developed creative industries sector. The UK measures £92,000,000,000 

annual turnover for the creative industries and Wales can measure £825,000,000. A strict proportional 

divide of those figures should show a sector of £4.2 billion. Even if we allow half of the UK figure to go 

to London as an international creative capital we should see a Wales-based sector of £2,000,000,000.  

 

30. This is important because we need to decide as a country what we want our live music sector to be 

and then we need to identify how best to achieve that. We see a mixture of skills training, business 

development and international trade as essential but partnered with audience and infrastructure 

development as the way forward. But that has to begin with identifying young people with musical 

talent and making it easier for them to develop into the best musicians they can be. 

 

31. There are obvious barriers, largely based around funding agencies, organisations and the education 

sector to invest in that development. But there are others such as current 14-18 educational barriers. 

Very few people can stand up in front of an audience of strangers and give a performance worthy of a 

£15.00 ticket but we can guarantee there will be fewer in the future if careers advice in school lists 

music and any of the arts as “the easy option”. Of all the young people we know who sing, dance and 

perform we see a barrier, enforced by schools at the age of 14. As a young man, our director did 8 

O’Levels. This was a lot and only given to those pupils who were set to go on to University. His 

daughter was made to take 11 and “volunteered” to take an extra two. There is not enough time for a 

teenager to sing or practise an instrument if she has to work at school and at homework for at least 

twelve hours a day. This drop off is reported in youthclubs, dance groups, community arts groups and 

informal music-making societies. If we are to have a pathway that supports our young musicians and 

encourages them to want careers in music, we have to address this as a matter of urgency. 



The viability of the traditional Welsh music scene, and any 

particular issues in this area; 

32. Gustav Mahler said, “Traditional music involves passing on the flame, not worshipping the ashes”. 

 

33. Trac’s Mission is “We believe that Wales’ traditional arts are a foundation stone in our nation’s 

identity. Our music, song, cerdd dant, dance, and storytelling carry and express our distinctive history, 

languages, culture and way of life. These creative forms are an integral part of our culture, the values 

and emotions they express bind us together.” 

 

34. Saunders Lewis said: "O'r tu mewn i draddodiad cadarn y blagura newyddwch." - New shoots spring 

from within a strong tradition. 

 

35. In April 2019 Wales celebrated its first ever Gwobrau Gwerin Cymru : Wales Folk Awards facilitated 

by a partnership between trac, the national development agency for traditional music, Arts Council 

Wales, BBC Radio Wales, BBC Radio Cymru and British Council Wales. The inaugural event was 

attended by over 300 people and recorded for broadcast. 

 

36. This represents a tremendous achievement and in one sense validates nearly twenty years of 

constant engagement all over Wales. Tracing our engagement using figures submitted to ACW’s 

activity reports and very roughly aggregated we can see that in 2011/12 we supported 0 

performances and by the end of 2016/17 we had supported 736 performance events with a total 

audience attendance of 122,978. Similarly we have helped over 22,000 people engage in 860 

workshops. A handy infographic from ACW showed that in 2016 we’d supported 90% of all Welsh 

language music events that ACW invest in and delivered 25% of all music volunteering training. 

These are snapshot figures but it does demonstrate that there is measurable music activity and with 

the exception of one CD (10 Mewn Bws) made in partnership with Sain, this is all activity delivered 

through live music making. This is an overview of some of our work in this field. 

 

37. However our remit is solely the traditional or indigenous music of Wales. We take a very broad 

description of that activity but others will include “folk”, gwerin, traditional britich music, European 

music, acoustic music, roots music from around the world and more. All of this music is related to 

each other and crosses genres naturally 

 

38. We know of 172 venues that put on folk events, an average of 32 traditional music events per month 

and around 30 festivals in Wales who programme traditional Welsh music. We have listings in our 

directory for 115 acts who self identify as Welsh traditional in both English and Welsh. In our 

international work we are talking to businesses and organisations in Australia, Canada, US, EU and 

further afield who are all interested in taking our artists and when we are part of wider Welsh strategic 

initiatives our open calls for expressions of interest generate 40 plus export ready applications. Which 

is not bad for a country with a population the size of Rome. 

  



39. What is traditional music and what is the scene? 

 

40. Our traditional music sector and our traditional music scene are two different things. The first is a 

broad descriptor that includes amateur, social and professional activity and the second describes live 

music gigs. This is worth pointing out because the question examines the “viability” which rather 

implies a further question, “viable for what?”. 

 

41. A musical tradition is an abstract concept. It is shorthand for a chain of musical decisions taken over 

generations that give us a commonly owned resource unique to us. Because traditional music is 

stewarded from one generation to the next, passed one person to another like a rugby ball, it naturally 

compresses itself. Each generation discards what is not relevant and re-makes new music to pass on 

to another generation giving us a collectively interpreted canon of work that has marked the lived 

experience of all the generations who come before us. In Wales there are songs, song forms, 

instruments and more that are particular to our people, but every culture has its own traditions. And if 

we trace it back far enough we will see that they will all meet in the same way that our languages 

share an evolutionary “tree”. 

 

42. We see the traditional Welsh music scene as a symptom of a healthy amateur and semi-professional 

sector. The scene is a new concept. Until the folk revival of the 1960s there was no such thing as a 

traditional scene. There was just what we did. It was amateur and social. With the advent of mass 

communication, record industry, leisure time and disposable incomes, the music industry branched 

out beginning in the US with jazz and country music and through contact with our sailors in the UK 

and Ireland. That trademark image of a session in a bar in the west of Ireland developed in the Irish 

pubs of Kilburn by lonely and disconnected Irish builders in the 1950s. The folk clubs became the 

homes where traditional music changed from an entirely social activity into a professional artform. 

And this developed in Wales in the 1970s and 1980s. The time lag in domestic development is 

explained by two factors. The first is that “mainstream” musicians and promoters historically moved to 

London where the work is. The second is that the Welsh language “scene” was entirely self-

contained. S4C stimulated the ability to exploit Welsh language IP, which in turn created businesses 

to work on this and stimulated a domestic market of musicians and writers and generated an 

audience for Welsh language product in folk festivals which until then had been closely identified with 

Irish, English and some European music. The folk clubs that had been dominated by UK folk 

traditions and Americana in turn became welcoming places for our traditional music and there was a 

flowering, largely stimulated by trac, of amateur traditional music making outside the Welsh speaking 

communities. And as new generations became involved in our traditions they brought contemporary 

music business practises into our cultural remit. The final changes to the Welsh traditional music 

scene were twofold: a generation of young musicians who wanted the same right to aspire to a 

professional career and the changes to how PRS paid royalties to Welsh broadcasters which forced 

an internal market to actively seek new markets outside Wales. 

 

43. In 1974 Wales had three professional folk musicians playing traditional Welsh music. Now that 

number is over 100 with a further 300 working in the roots and folk scene with an overt relationship to 

our traditions. 

 



44. But as a “scene” it is both beautifully strong with individuals and threatened by the same factors that 

other live music areas face- 

 

a. venues closing because of high rents or developers hollowing out cities and villages 

b. a change in the way the public consume music out-pacing the old business models to react to 

it 

c.  the “noise” of mass-market music product backed by large capital taking our public’s capacity 

to encounter our traditions 

d. Cuts in music education and music-making opportunities for our non-middle class young 

people 

e. Wages for musicians have not risen in over 15 years. 

 

45. Where there is growth is in our younger population who do not make distinctions between genres in 

the way previous generations have done. My daughter listens to traditional Welsh music, 1950 jazz 

torch songs, contemporary singer-songwriters, 1970s glam rock and modern indie music. When 

there’s a trad welsh band on her Spotify list she tells me but she’ll also tell me when she hears Etta 

James and Leonard Cohen. Contemporary traditional music is programmed at acoustic nights, 

storytelling festivals and increasingly in England as well as across the globe. 

46. Some questions 

 

47. Is this a viable sector to invest in, in terms of unique cultural identity? 

a. It is the only musical art-form unique to Wales and Cymru. If our aim is a thriving cultural 

Wales with a thriving Welsh language it would be impossible to deliver this without investing 

in both the amateur and professional traditional Welsh language sector. 

 

48. Is this a viable business area to invest in? 

a. We need to sell Welsh cultural product to create incomes for Welsh citizens. We’ll need some 

work in building a strategy if we do not make this the agreed responsibility of trac as the 

expert organisation and the only organisation that has the health of our traditions written into 

its constitutional remit. 

 

49. Is this a scene that enriches our lives, makes Wales a more attractive place to live and work in? 

a. If we look at Canada we see that the Federal government invests heavily in its music sector 

for instrumental, intrinsic and institutional merit and the Provincial governments all invest over 

and above what the state invests in their traditional arts specifically for that reason. 

 

50. Do the Welsh traditions reward investment? 

a. The partnership with Eisteddfod Genedlaethol, Tŷ Gwerin, draws audiences of over 8,000 and 

similar numbers at the festival Interceltique in Lorient. 

b. If we want to use our traditions as part of the mix to create 1,000,000 Welsh speakers who 

are comfortable and proud to speak our indigenous language. If we want to create a unique 

business sector as they have in Brittany, Estonia, Quebec, Catalonia, Euskadi, that we can 

use as cultural diplomacy and an income stream for our musicians. 

 



51. But is it a stand-alone “viable” business that can be left to its own devices? 

a. No business is.  

 

52. What can make a difference? 

a. Investment, not just relatively small amounts of money but of willpower and understanding 

b. An agreed strategy for Welsh traditional music involving all the stakeholders of Wales led by 

the sector and its expert representatives. 

c. A national music centre with a residential training capacity would make an enormous 

difference. 

d. A strategy for live music as part of a music industry strategy for Wales within which the Welsh 

traditional music sector can work and a framework that is mutually understood. 

 

53. What will prevent growth? 

a. Allowing the current music provision in Wales to slowly shrink as part of an austerity agenda 

b. Assuming that what works in London ( an international music business capital) can be scaled 

to fit Wales 

The viability of the festival sector, and any particular issues in 

this area. 

54. There are no festivals in Wales any more that focus exclusively on the traditional music of Wales. 

There are community festivals that programme Welsh music and some greenfield festivals like the 

Green Man where traditional Welsh music is a very small part of a wider cultural celebration. Gower 

Folk Festival, Tredegar House Folk Festival and one or two others programme “folk” music. Focus 

Wales and trac have entered into a formal partnership to ensure our traditions are represented at 

Wales’ rapidly growing showcase event. Two of the Mentrau Iaith have used the new community 

music festival fund to host small weekend events focusing exclusively on Welsh traditional music but 

the dynamic that supports folk festivals has run out of steam. Many of the organisers are now in their 

seventies and no longer have the energy. Insurance and compliance for small festivals is toxically 

expensive and the large Festival conglomerates have emulated the supermarkets and choked the 

smaller independent festivals out of the mainstream. In 2012 the Association of Festival Organisers 

conference reported that there were 300 folk festivals with a combined turnover of £112,000,000 of 

the 750 licenced outdoor events in England. We should have been able to identify a sector in Wales 

of around £4,000,000 but we could not. Compare this to 1996 when the organisation Festivals of  

Wales had 110 members and the Cymdeithas Eisteddfodau Fychain had another 103. 

 

55. This is not a complaint but an observation. It marks changes to the wider UK music industry. A shift in 

the music buying public and a generational shift away from music genre-specific labelling. VRï, one of 

Wales’ newest folk bands performed in one weekend at Festival of Discovery on Ynys Môn and at 

Gwŷl Gregynog - a mid-Wales classical music festival. The green field events that developed in the 

1960s and 1970s reflected a generic music event which has now been consolidated into the giant 

festivals in the UK - Glastonbury, V, Bestival, Latitude etc. A new range of festivals is growing behind 

them. Small, micro-themed and deliberately limited in numbers. In Wales they model themselves on 

Sŵn and Focus Wales. Multi venue events offering 



a. a huge range of acts with smaller headliners reflecting the majority of the music talent we 

have 

b. Actively making international linkages and 

c. bringing in reciprocal showcase/promotional programming. 

 

56. It is far healthier in terms of accessibility and a more representative content package. Where they 

suffer are in their ability to pay artists properly (i.e. more than £50 per band with no overnight or travel 

expenses). They are also tremendously competitive in a way we do not see in other territories. Fees 

are secret in the UK- in the EU fees are common knowledge. In rural parts of the world festivals 

engage in joint booking operations to share travel costs for artists. They do not have 360 financial 

packages involving proper sponsorship as a rule, nor do they have common working practises in 

H&S, environmental impact as a sector. 

 

57. In many cases this is because of the risk of putting them on. The risk of bringing WOMAD to Swansea 

as part of the City of Culture bid was £300,000. Who bore that risk and who benefited from surpluses 

and profits was the sticking point. Why is this a factor? Because in Wales we have less disposable 

income per head than in other parts of the UK. A week ticket for the Eisteddfod is £150, less than the 

price for a large English weekend festival. Festivals are expensive to put on and if the risk is left to 

market forces it will discourage promoters from attempting anything large. So it creates a damping 

effect on festivals aimed at local audiences. A festival profit/surplus margin is around 2% so in order 

to bring in audiences it has to aim at outside audiences who have a higher disposable income. But 

that skews the programming away from domestic content to UK and international content. On its own 

that is no bad thing, festivals are one of the few places that musicians meet each other and see 

performers from other territories. But it depresses the value of Welsh musicians to the festival. They 

become important but unneeded to sell tickets. So their fees are lower. Which means that they are 

less valuable to Welsh acts. Unless the festival is like Focus Wales, where the brand is the value and 

the brand is a chance to see local bands in an international context. 

 

58. So gain the question of viability raises the further point “viable for what?” 

 

59. Do they enrich our culture? Yes 

60. Should we have more of them rather than fewer? If the above is true, then yes. 

61. Can they exist without public investment? Yes, but there’ll be fewer of them and they’ll be less 

interesting. 

 

62. What can make a difference? 

a. Developing a backend culture of best practise to make them more effective and reduce their 

environmental impact. 

b. Develop a culture of paying musicians properly and charging appropriately 

c. Develop a festival specific audience database for marketing purposes 

d. Develop a rolling programme of investment and loans- loss guarantees, clawback on grants if 

they become profitable. 

 

 


